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How to use
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Best Java code snippets using org.apache.pdfbox.pdmodel.interactive.action.PDAdditionalActions.<init> (Showing top 3 results out of 315)
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/**
 * This will get a list of additional actions that will get executed based on events.
 *
 * @return The AA entry in this field dictionary.
 */
public PDAdditionalActions getAdditionalActions()
{
  PDAdditionalActions retval = null;
  COSDictionary dict = (COSDictionary) field.getDictionaryObject(COSName.AA);
  if (dict != null)
  {
    retval = new PDAdditionalActions(dict);
  }
  return retval;
}
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/**
 * This will get a list of additional actions that will get executed based on events.
 *
 * @return The AA entry in this field dictionary.
 */
public PDAdditionalActions getAdditionalActions()
{
  PDAdditionalActions retval = null;
  COSDictionary dict = (COSDictionary) field.getDictionaryObject(COSName.AA);
  if (dict != null)
  {
    retval = new PDAdditionalActions(dict);
  }
  return retval;
}
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/**
 * This will get a list of additional actions that will get executed based on events.
 *
 * @return The AA entry in this field dictionary.
 */
public PDAdditionalActions getAdditionalActions()
{
  PDAdditionalActions retval = null;
  COSDictionary dict = (COSDictionary) field.getDictionaryObject(COSName.AA);
  if (dict != null)
  {
    retval = new PDAdditionalActions(dict);
  }
  return retval;
}



	





org.apache.pdfbox.pdmodel.interactive.actionPDAdditionalActions<init>Javadoc
Default constructor. 


Popular methods of PDAdditionalActions



Popular in Java
	Parsing JSON documents to java classes using gson
	addToBackStack (FragmentTransaction)
	onCreateOptionsMenu (Activity)
	scheduleAtFixedRate (ScheduledExecutorService)
	LinkedHashMap (java.util)LinkedHashMap is an implementation of Map that guarantees iteration order. All
optional operations a

	SortedMap (java.util)A map that has its keys ordered. The sorting is according to either the natural
ordering of its keys

	TreeMap (java.util)Walk the nodes of the tree left-to-right or right-to-left. Note that in
descending iterations, next 

	Base64 (org.apache.commons.codec.binary)Provides Base64 encoding and decoding as defined by RFC 2045.This class
implements section 6.8. Base

	Table (org.hibernate.mapping)A relational table

	Location (org.springframework.beans.factory.parsing)Class that models an arbitrary location in a Resource.Typically used to track
the location of proble

	From CI to AI: The AI layer in your organization
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